The Lowell Program has several different laboratory spaces and collections sites. If you are interested in utilizing any lab spaces or viewing samples within the ore deposits collection, please reach out to Jennifer Weiss.

The spaces that get the most use outside of our group are the rock saw room (GS Rm. 256) and the rock polishing room (GS Rm. 268). Both rooms now have coded access. Training is required before use or access to either room.

Additionally, the rock saws in the rock saw room have keyed access. If you plan to use the saws, you must reach out in advance to check out the key. Checkout and return hours are Monday-Friday 8:00 Am– 1:00 Pm. The key must be returned promptly after use.

Some Important Rules to Remember:

- **DO NOT** share the code or keys amongst other faculty, staff, or students. All Access should go through Jennifer Weiss and LPEG.

- There is a sign-in sheet in each room that must be filled out each time the room is used.

- Make sure to wear proper PPE and comply with all safety procedures.

- If anything breaks/is not working, STOP using the equipment immediately and notify Jennifer Weiss ASAP.

Please don’t hesitate to reach out with any questions.

Failure to comply with these rules will result in the removal of access and increased restrictions for all.